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NWD602
Features  
aND HigHligHts

technical configuration
 ☑ linear motor 3pcs

 ☑ 5" covered castors 4pcs

 ☑ aBs side rail extra height 1set

 ☑ aBs bed ends with safe lock 1set

 ☑ Hand controller 1pc

 ☑ iV pole prevision 4pcs

 ☑ Drainage hook  2pcs

technical parameters
 ▪ external size (lxW) 2150x980(±10mm)

 ▪ Height adjustment  440-640mm(±10mm)

 ▪ Mattress platform 1950x900mm

 ▪ Back-rest adjustment 0-75° (±10°)

 ▪ Knee-rest adjustment 0-35° (±10°)

 ▪ safe working load 200 kg

 ▪ Voltage 100-230 V

 ▪ Frequency 50/60 Hz

Design
the simple and elegant head and foot board 
design of the bed meets the hospital's infection 
control requirements and supports daily 
disinfection operations.

Painting
the overall bed body adopts a series of processes 
of pickling, phosphating, water washing and 
oxidation, and a fully automatic water spraying 
line uses powder electrostatic spraying process 
to achieve bright color and firm adhesion.

Hand Controller
the hand controller has a flexible spring wire, 
which makes it convenient and flexible to operate 
the hospital bed in the best position. Nurses can 
easily control all standard functions, including 
one-button CPr and background light function.

Height  
adjustment

Knee-rest  
adjustment

Back-rest 
adjustment

Weldingl
aluminum alloy side rail, 6-staff,
collapsed type with safe lock.

Electric Control System
Famous brand motor has passed ul medical 
certification, stable performance, and motor 
noise of 50dB.

Plastic
environmentally friendly plastic, non-toxic and 
odorless



Platform
the bed width is 900mm, using a four-piece bed 
board, made of high-quality cold-rolled steel 
plate stamped at one time, with a thickness 
of 1.0mm, and a multi-hole design for easy 
ventilation and anti-slip function. there are no 
solder joints on the surface, and there are steel 
pipe reinforcements on the back. it adopts a 
double-support unloading structure to extend 
the life of the hospital bed and has a load-bearing 
capacity of 200Kg.

Head & Foot Board
simple and elegant bed head and foot shape, 
easy to disassemble and install, with medical 
record card at the foot of the bed

Castor
use medical silent wheels with a diameter of 
125mm, and each caster has a brake

Drainage Hook
there are drainage hooks on both sides of the 
bed.

Siderail
C-type guardrail, with angle display function, 
made of PP engineering plastic, beautiful 
appearance, easy to operate, sturdy and durable, 
easy to clean, anti-pinch design, the guardrail lift 
uses a damper device to control speed and noise, 
and can be hidden under the bed panel when 
lowered flush with bed frame
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